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ABSTRACT
We propose a new connectivity-guided adaptive wavelet transform
based mesh compression framework. The 3D mesh is first trans-
formed to 2D images on a regular grid structure by performing or-
thogonal projections onto the image plane. Then, this image-like
representation is wavelet transformed using a lifting structure em-
ploying an adaptive predictor that takes advantage of the connec-
tivity information of mesh vertices. Then the wavelet domain data
is encoded using “Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees” (SPIHT)
method or JPEG2000. The SPIHT approach is progressive because
the resolution of the reconstructed mesh can be changed by vary-
ing the length of the 1D data stream created by the algorithm. In
JPEG2000 based approach, quantization of the coefficients deter-
mines the quality of the reconstruction. The results of the SPIHT
based algorithm is observed to be superior to JPEG200 based mesh
coder and MPEG-3DGC in rate-distortion.
Index Terms— 3D model compression, image-like mesh repre-
sentation, connectivity-guided adaptive wavelet transform.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multiresolution representations can be defined for 3D meshes. It
would be desirable to obtain the coarse representation from the fine
representation using computationally efficient algorithms. Wavelet-
based approaches are applied to meshes to realize a multiresolution
representation of a given 3D object.
There exist several mesh compression algorithms in the literature
[1, 2, 3]. They can be classified as progressive mesh compression and
single-rate compression. In single rate compression schemes, the
mesh data is compressed before the transmission and then all the data
is sent. The data is decodable if all of it is received. Progressive mesh
representations enables the user to obtain different resolutions of the
model using different sizes of code stream. Therefore, first a low-
resolution data is decoded and then the decoded model is updated to
a higher resolution using new-coming data.
In this paper, an adaptive wavelet-based mesh compression frame-
work is proposed. The proposed compression method uses Set Par-
titioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [4, 5] or JPEG2000 [6] to
encode the wavelet domain mesh data. First 2D images are obtained
from the mesh. 3D vertex data are projected on regularly sampled
2D grids in such a way that some nodes of the grid have a specific
value related to the actual positions of the vertices in the 3D space.
The proposed framework for mesh compression is summarized in
Figure 1. During mesh-to-image transform stage of the proposed
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method the positions of the vertices are quantized so that the data
becomes more regular.
The transformation steps are used for converting the 3D mesh to
a representation on which image-signal processing methods can be
applied Two popular approaches are (i) parameterizations of meshes
[7] and (ii) using modified versions of signal processing algorithms,
like relaxation [8]. The first approach is not practical for complex
models since it requires the solution of several linear equations. The
second approach is relatively easy to apply since it only needs the
signal processing tools to be adapted to the mesh data. Our algo-
rithm first converts the data to a 2D image by a transformation whose
complexity does not depend on the model complexity and then uses
image processing algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. The techniques used in the
implementation of the mesh compression framework are explained
in Section 2. The simulation and compression results are presented
in Section 3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. COMPRESSION FRAMEWORK
The stages of our mesh compression algorithm and adaptivity that
we embed in the wavelet transform, are explained in this section.
2.1. Initialization and Projection
3D mesh data is formed by geometry and connectivity informa-
tion. Geometry information of the 3D mesh contains the coordi-
nates of the mesh vertices S = si, i = 1, ..., M, where M is
the number of vertices in the mesh. Let us define our 3D space as
X′ = (x′, y′, z′)T. Thus, the coordinates of the mesh vertices
are given as,
s′i = (x
′
i, y
′
i, z
′
i)
T , i = 1, . . . , M. (1)
In our approach we first normalize the space such that all vertices
are in R3[−0.5, 0.5] as,
X = (x, y, z)T = αX′, α is a constant. (2)
Let the vertices of the normalized mesh be
si = (xi, yi, zi)
T, i = 1, . . . , M. (3)
Then the selected projection plane P(u, v) is discretized using
the sampling matrix V. Sampling matrix V is defined as,
Vrect =
„
T 0
0 T
«
for rectangular sampling, (4)
Vquinc =
„
T T/2
0 T/2
«
for quincunx sampling. (5)
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework for mesh compression. Mi represents the mesh data at stage i.
For triangular meshes, the settlement of mesh vertices in 3D space
fits better to quincunx sampling than rectangular sampling [9]. Thus,
using quincunx sampling gives good approximations for mesh ver-
tices.
Let ši, which is a 2D vector, be the projection of si onto the plane
P. Furthermore, let ďi be the perpendicular distance of si to the
plane P. The projection plane P is selected as one of the xy, xz, yz
planes. The mesh is first projected on all of these planes and the one
which has the maximum number of projected vertices is selected as
the projection plane.
The vertices that can be assigned to a grid point n = [n1, n2]
forms a set of indices Jn1,n2 defined by,
Jn1,n2 =
(
j |šj − Vn| < T/2 ∀ n1, n2
)
, (6)
where V is a sampling matrix and n = [n1, n2] represent the indices
of the discrete image as shown in Figure 2. Sampling matrix V
determines the distance between neighbouring grid points. V can be
defined as a quincunx or a rectangular sampling matrix [9]
Then the 3D mesh is transformed to two 2D image-like represen-
tations by:
I1[n1, n2] =
j
ďi, any i ∈ J
0 otherwise.
, (7)
I2[n1, n2] =
j
i ďi = I1[n1, n2]
0 otherwise
. (8)
The first image stores the perpendicular distances of the vertices
to the selected planes and the second image holds the indices of the
vertices. The first channel images are then wavelet transformed and
SPIHT encoded. The second channel image takes its pixel values
from vertex indices. Then it is converted to a list of indices. This list
is differentially coded and sent to the other side.
Using Eqns. 7 and 8 a pixel-vertex correspondence for each vertex
is tried to be found. However sometimes more than one vertex have
the same projection in the image-like representation. Therefore, one
of the vertices is chosen for the calculation of the pixel value and the
others are discarded. By increasing the number of projection planes
or decreasing the sampling frequency by changing the sampling ma-
trix V we can handle more vertices.
Both methods increase the reconstruction quality since they de-
crease the number of lost vertices. However, they will lead to a
decrease in the compression ratio. In our approach we used one
densely sampled plane. The recovery of lost vertices is handled by
connectivity - based interpolation, which is explained in Section 2.4.
The projection operation and the image-like representation of a
simple 3D object is shown in Figure 2. Pixel values are the distances
of the object vertices from the projection plane. Most of the image
contains empty grid points.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the projection operation and the resulting
image-like representation.
2.2. Connectivity-Guided Adaptive Wavelet Transform
Unlike natural images there may be no correlation between neigh-
boring pixels in our image-like mesh representation since neighbor-
ing pixels may not be coming from neighbouring vertices of the
mesh. Thus, instead of predicting non-zero pixels in our represen-
tation from their neighboring non-zero pixels, an adaptive wavelet
transform scheme which makes predictions using connectivity in-
formation is introduced here.
I1[n1, n2] is the first channel image that stores the perpendicular
distance between the corresponded vertex - pixel pair and I2[n1, n2]
stores the vertex indices. The wavelet lifting transform is imple-
mented in a separable manner. Thus, both I1 and I2 are polyphased
in the horizontal direction as,
Ia[n1, n2] = [Ia1|Ia2]
Ia1[n1, n2] = I[n1, 2n2]
Ia2[n1, n2] = I[n1, 2n2 + 1], a = 1, 2.
(9)
Thus, I22[n1, n2] = i, i ∈ {1, . . . , M}. Using connectivity
information we find a list of neighbors nlist(j), j = 1, . . . , M
that holds the indices of the vertices connected to the vertex with
index j. The predictions for I12[n1, n2] values are done using this
nlistvalid list, which is defined as,
nlistvalid(j) = nlist(j) ∩ I21[n1, n2]. (10)
List of vertex indices that are on image I22 is list22. For each ele-
ment k of list22, a prediction should be found from I11 image. Valid
neighbors of k can be found using Equation 10. So the prediction of
vertex k is defined as
Ik pred =
P
m(I11[n1, n2])
m
, (11)
where I21[n1, n2] ∈ nlistvalid(k) and m is the number of the
elements of nlistvalid(k). Then I12[n1, n2] is updated as,
Inew12[n1, n2] = I12[n1, n2] − Ikpred, where I22[n1, n2] = k.
(12)
If no valid neighbors exist for a vertex, no estimation is carried
out. Otherwise, a prediction is made for the value of the pixel. The
same procedure is applied in the vertical direction of the low pass
part of the image. The high pass part is only polyphased using lazy
filters. Four small images are obtained at the end of wavelet trans-
form. The inverse of the connectivity-guided adaptive transform also
exists so that perfect reconstruction of the images is possible.
2.3. Compression of Images
A 3D mesh is represented by two image-like signals by applying the
proposed mesh-to-image transform. As these signals are on a regular
grid they can be compressed using any image coder. Two issues
defining the mesh quality are; (i) Length of the used bitstream for
SPIHT & Quantization level for JPEG2000, (ii) Number of wavelet
decomposition levels. Decreasing the length of the bitstream leads
to more compression at the expense of higher distortion. Increasing
the number of wavelet decomposition levels usually leads to higher
compression ratios at the expense of more computational cost.
The distortion level of the reconstructed 3D mesh is measured
visually by MeshTool [10] or using some tools like METRO [11].
Mean Square Error (MSE) and “Hausdorff Distance” (Haus.Dist.)
between the original and the reconstructed object are mostly used
error measures in the literature.
The proposed SPIHT based approach is a progressive compres-
sion scheme since the leading bits of the code streams are low pass
part of the signal and the latter parts are the details. So pruning the
leading bits causes a higher distortion in the reconstructed model
than pruning the ending bits. By first reconstructing the model using
the leading bits and then refining it using the newly coming stream
is possible.
The issue of how much of the SPIHT stream should be taken and
what should be the quantization levels of JPEG2000 are closely re-
lated to the detail level parameter used in the orthogonal projection
operation. If the detail level is low, the percentage of the used bit-
stream or number of quantization levels must be increased to recon-
struct the 3D mesh without much distortion.
2.4. Reconstruction from SPIHT Bitstream
The 3D mesh is reconstructed using the SPIHT or JPEG2000 bit-
stream and some other side information, such as the vertex indexes
(the second channel), the detail level used in the image-like represen-
tation. First the bitstream is transformed to image-like representation
by decoding. The inverse of the adaptive wavelet transformation is
applied to the image using the connectivity information.
Finally, using the projected vertex coordinates and the vertex in-
dices, the image is back-projected to the 3D space. Since the only
exact data available is the orthogonal component ďi of the 3D mesh
vertices, the mesh cannot be perfectly reconstructed. Some vertices
may coincide while they are projected onto the n plane. The con-
nectivity list is used to find the neighbors of the lost vertex. Thus,
the lost vertices can be predicted from their connected neighbors.
Model Compression Data Max Dist. Mean Dist.
Algorithm Size-(KB) Hausdorf
Homer MPEG 41.8 0.002645 0.000660
Homer SPIHT 9.41 0.003704 0.000600
Homer SPIHT 7.92 0.005216 0.000930
Cow MPEG 26.1 0.001780 0.000680
Cow SPIHT 7.25 0.005631 0.000410
Lamp MPEG 36 0.430000 0.100000
Lamp SPIHT 4.77 0.014680 0.001700
9Torus MPEG 82.8 0.001563 0.005976
9Torus SPIHT 12.7 0.009797 0.000927
Sandal MPEG 22.7 0.001904 0.000743
Sandal SPIHT 5.91 0.007705 0.000273
Sandal SPIHT 4.2 0.020076 0.000788
Dance MPEG 55.4 0.002007 0.000673
Dance SPIHT 17.3 0.003393 0.000326
Dance SPIHT 12.1 0.009140 0.001060
Dragon MPEG 43.1 0.001473 0.000557
Dragon SPIHT 7.18 0.056720 0.001920
Table 1. Comparative results for the Homer, 9Handle Torus, Sandal,
Dragon, Dance models compressed using MPEG-3DGC and SPIHT
mesh coders. Hausdorff distances are measured between the original
and reconstructed meshes.
3. RESULTS
The proposed framework is tested by compressing the 9 Torus
and Homer Simpsons models. The 9Handle Torus model is
obtained from http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼pablo/files/data/genus-non-
0/9HandleTorus.ply and is composed of 9392 vertices with 165 KB
compressed data size. The Homer Simpson model is obtained from
INRIA Gamma Team Research Database Website Collections and is
composed of 4930 vertices with 98 KB data size.
In Figure 3 the rate distortion values for compressed Homer
Simpson and 9Handle Torus models are given. It can be observed
from Figure 3 that meshes compressed with SPIHT are superior to
JPEG2000 compressed meshes. In Table 1 a comparison between
the SPIHT based method and MPEG-3DGC [12] is given. When the
same mean distance between the original and reconstructed models
taken into account, the SPIHT coder’s data size is superior to the
MPEG-3DGC coder. Error in the high pass parts of the models is
due to the lost vertices in the projection operator. If a better projec-
tion operator can be defined, those error can be corrected and much
better results can be obtained.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The results in this paper show that the idea of using image process-
ing tools on meshes can be realized without making any parametriza-
tions [7] on the mesh or manipulations on the used image processing
tools [8]. By comparing the results in Figure 3 with results in [9],
it can be said that for the same distortion level, adaptive scheme has
lower bit rates than non-adaptive scheme. Thus, adaptive approach
is superior to the non-adaptive approach. This is due to the better
exploitation of the correlation between connected vertex positions.
In this work connectivity adaptive wavelet transform is embed-
ded into two famous wavelet based image compressors; SPIHT and
JPEG2000. As it is seen in Figure 3, the SPIHT coding is superior
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Compression results for (a) Homer and (b) 9Handle Torus
models using SPIHT and JPEG2000. Hausdorff distances are mea-
sured between the original and reconstructed models.
to the JPEG2000 coder in rate-distortion measure. It can be con-
cluded from Table 1 that the results of the SPIHT coding is superior
to MPEG-3DGC coder. For the same distortion rate (mean Hausdorf
Distance), bitstream created by SPIHT coder has a lower data size.
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